
Our 2022/2023 season is over, I wanted to thank you all for your

trust and loyalty for many of you and also to the new arrivals who

for some have already reserved their place for the next season. We

have 6 formulas in total to offer you in order to be able to suit

everyone, from day fishing around Rodrigues Island back in the

evening and by programs of 2/3/4 days to the tour of the Hawkins

banks 89H over 5 days, something to suit everyone and all types of

fishing.

In particular, in honor of the Hawkins Banks, where as you

know we are the only ones to make you fish there, this has

become our trademark and especially our garden. It will be

an honor and a pleasure to see you all again next season. 



 Fishing on the Hawkins Bank is an adventure, due to the distance of

100 Nautical Miles, where the fish, the pelagic have a typical behavior

of the open sea, that is to say essentially in relation to the current

which influences all the bio mass and therefore the food.

It will be an honor and a pleasure to meet you all next season. Hence

the reason, to have to move by trolling to find the activity that moves

with the current variations, because yes the current changes direction

very often due to what we could call the current vortices very specific

to this area of the Indian Ocean, which when they overlap causes

these famous current changes to which I pay all my attention.

This is essential especially for jigging because what makes TDC and

other predators rise is this activity and this explains why it is

necessary during the day to move several times in order to be at

the right time in the right place.



 I can assure you that in the evening your arms will

hurt, especially when this research has been

carried out.

For jiggers not wanting to drag in this case we will

do the program around Rodrigues Island where it

is more suitable. An important point that I must

remember; the equipment especially jigging, too

many fishermen arrive with unsuitable equipment

which is not recommended in the list of

equipment that you are provided with when

booking your trip.

This is really a shame, I strongly advise you to send

your list of equipment on my behalf to a

professional such as pechextrem.com with

Stéphane who will serve you at the best price
and above all with top-notch equipment.

Please note, Major changes for next season,
concerning the weight in your suitcases, we

suggest that you provide the Jigs on site at the

market price to be reserved when booking.







On the boat side, improving the

comfort of the cabins with the

installation of an air extractor to

create good ventilation even on

the way back from the bench, it

changes life.

We are working on a new,

clearer, more intuitive website,

suitable for all types of devices,

with the aim of providing you

with information and above all

facilitating information

gathering.

We are always working to improve

our services and benefits. We love

fishing, our job and are happy to

share it with you.

We are very satisfied with this season from all

points of view, the fishing first of all was excellent

in trolling and jigging where almost all of the

Doggies and Jacks were caught in assured sport

jigging, the trolling also greatly animated the

courses with all the usual species present here.

It would take far too long to give you a

summary of everything, our selection of

photos will give you an idea of the action on

board “L’Oiseau Des Iles II” as well as the

latest articles and reports in excellent

magazines such as “Voyages de pêche No

156 and Fishing et travel No 23” where a

report of no less than 9 pages will take you

there on this adventure.
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I repeat, fishing has been up to par again this

year, promising great outings from the end of

September when we resume for the 2023/2024

season.

We have some availability for this season, as well

as boat sharing offers for single fishermen allowing

them to join a group and thus enjoy these outings

on the banks which will remain unforgettable.

Cyril Faure and all his

team wish you an

excellent summer

vacation and are

waiting for you next

season for new

adventures.
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